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Tile Probes
APPLICATION:
Tile probes were originally used to locate agricultural drains. 
Today they are an invaluable tool for site investigations. Used 
to survey a site and locate underground objects and utilities 
before sampling commences.

DESCRIPTION:
All four available models feature a light weight cross handle  at-
tached to a rigid shaft with a specially formed probing tip a little 
larger than the shaft to facilitate penetration and provide the 
needed sensitivity when objects are encountered.

Models #403.01 and #403.02 are made from plain, stress proof 
carbon steel with a 3/8-in diameter solid shaft in lengths of 
60-in and 42-in respectively. The probe tip is ball shaped and 
larger in diameter than the shaft to provide the needed sensitiv-
ity without risk of penetration when used correctly. The plain  
steel handles have comfort grips.

Model #402.93 has a detachable handle and is of similar 
construction to the two previous models. The take-apart design 
allows easier transport and storage.

The fiberglass model has a 1/2-in by 48-in shaft with an at-
tached steel tip larger in diameter than the shaft. The tubular fi-
berglass handle has plastic end caps. This model is specifically 
recommended for use at sites where they may be unidentified 
underground utilities.

USE
Environmental site investigations are usually only started 
after all known utilities have been identified and marked. The 
Tile Probe is pushed into the ground to check for solid and 
impenetrable materials and objects. The ball tip makes the 
hole slightly larger than the shaft, enhancing sensitivity when 
obstructions are contacted. If a number of samples are to be 
collected from the site it will be necessary to mark the suitable 
locations with survey flags or similar.

AVAILABILITY
These Tile Probes are supplied complete with no replaceable 
components.

One-Piece Tile Probes
3/8” x 60” Steel Tile Probe  #403.01
3/8” x 42” Steel Tile Probe  #403.02
3/8” x 36” 2-Piece Steel Tile Probe #402.93
5/8” x 48” Fiberglass Tile Probe #402.97

#402.97  48-in Fiberglass 
Tile Probe 

#402.93  36-in Two Piece
Tile Probe 

#403.02  42-in One Piece 
Tile Probe 


